What is JVP?

- JVP promotes an antisemitic and anti-Zionist agenda behind its alleged Jewish identity.
- Welcoming Israel-haters and antisemites of all stripes, JVP claims a Jewish identity and employs Jewish symbols only to endorse vicious attacks on the Jewish state and the Jewish community.
- Active on many college campuses, their propaganda has spread into K-12 curricula.
- JVP rejects or rewrites Jewish traditions and rituals in their campaign to vilify Israel and its supporters.
- Their goal is to create division within the Jewish community over Israel.

JVP Promotes Extremism and Terrorism

- JVP refused to condemn Hamas’ October 7th massacre, instead blaming Israel as the “source of the violence” and the U.S. as “complicit” while the attack was still unfolding.
- In a June 8, 2024 tweet, JVP described the rescue of Israeli hostages held by Hamas for 8 months as a “genocide” while never mentioning the hostages.
- The group has honored, celebrated and/or campaigned on behalf of Marwan Barghouti (murdered five); Rasmea Odeh (murdered two Jewish college students); Leila Khaled (attempted to murder passengers aboard a hijacked airplane); and Ahmad Saadat (the head of the internationally designated terrorist organization Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, responsible for numerous deadly terrorist attacks against Jewish civilians).

JVP Uses Jewish Identity as a Ploy

- While the Jewish people have diverse religious and political views, JVP disavows central features of Jewish culture and identity and uses them to attack the Jewish community.
- JVP falsely depicts Jewish holidays as actually being about Jewish genocidal ambitions or uses Jewish holidays as “day in service of the Liberation of Palestine.”

JVP Promotes Antisemitism

- JVP engages in classic antisemitism promoting blood libels and Nazi rhetoric.
- JVP’s former director, Rebecca Vilkomerson, along with other leaders have been caught using antisemitic tropes and engaging in Holocaust denial.
- One of JVP’s landmark campaigns, dubbed “Deadly Exchange,” targets mainstream American Jewish organizations as well as Israeli Jews with allegations of Jewish racism, power and money.
- JVP praised the Boston Mapping Project, a campaign targeting Jewish organizations, which echoes the “Deadly Exchange” campaign.

- JVP disrupts efforts to commemorate the Holocaust.
- JVP collaborates with a diverse array of antisemites including white supremacists, Linda Sarsour, and Ilhan Omar.